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Abstract

This paper examines conditions that do or do not lead to accurate judgments of frequency (JOF) and judgments of
duration (JOD). In three experiments, duration and frequency of visually presented stimuli are varied orthogonally in
a within-subjects design. Experiment 1 reveals an asymmetric judgment pattern. JOFs reflected actual presentation
frequency quite accurately and were unbiased by exposure duration. Conversely, JODs were almost insensitive to actual
exposure duration and were systematically biased by presentation frequency. We show, however, that a tendency to-
wards a symmetric judgment pattern can be obtained by manipulating encoding conditions. Sustaining attention during
encoding (Experiment 2) or enhancing richness of the encoded stimuli (Experiment 3) increases judgment sensitivity in
JOD and yields biases in both directions (JOF biased by exposure duration, JOD biased by presentation frequency). The
implications of these findings for underlying memory mechanisms are discussed.
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1 Introduction

Event frequency and duration are of fundamental impor-
tance in behavioral adaptation (Gallistel, 1989; Schwartz
& Reisberg, 1991). Predators, for instance, increase
their chances of survival if they approach areas where
the prey resides more frequently and for longer periods
of time. Conversely, prey should strive to avoid areas
where predators roam frequently and consistently. Con-
sider an individual who must decide where to go hunting:
the probability of maximizing the individual’s yield is a
function of the frequency and length of time (duration)
prey lingers in a certain area. Assume the individual is
an experienced hunter who has often visited different ar-
eas in the past and observed the behavior of the prey an-
imals. Further assume that the observations made would
represent a valid sample of the prey animals’ migrations.
In order to properly adapt his own behavior to the envi-
ronment, the hunter should use frequentistic and tempo-
ral information in his subsequent choice (Attneave, 1953;
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Herrnstein, 1961). This requires two abilities: first, the
individual must be capable of discriminating differences
in frequency and duration; second, representations of fre-
quency and duration must be stored in memory so that
they can be used later for judgment and decision making.

Psychologists from various fields have studied process-
ing of duration and frequency extensively. Their ap-
proaches, however, differ. Research in animal cognition
and neuropsychology focuses primarily on discrimina-
tion and short term storage (e.g., Meck, 2003). Cognitive
psychologists are often interested in memory processes
(e.g., Lewis & Miall, 2006; Zacks & Hasher, 2002),
whereas JDM researchers mainly consider judgmental
heuristics (e.g. Kahneman, Slovic & Tversky, 1982).
These fields host different theoretical perspectives, apply
different research paradigms and arrive at diverging inter-
pretations of the phenomena.

Consider, for example, the case of frequency judg-
ment. Cognitive psychologists normally employ learning
procedures to induce frequency knowledge in the labora-
tory and usually find that participants subsequently make
quite accurate judgments. They explain their findings
with reference to general models of memory (e.g., Hintz-
man, 1988; Hasher & Zacks, 1984). Conversely, JDM
researchers often investigate factors that cause changes
in judgment accuracy and explain their results with ref-
erence to judgmental heuristics (see Sedlmeier, Betsch &
Renkewitz, 2002, for a discussion).
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The separation between research fields has been of-
ten lamented, but there is an increasing number of
researchers striving towards integration both on the
methodological and the theoretical level (e.g., Dougherty,
Gettys & Ogden, 1999; Fiedler, 2002, Thomas,
Dougherty, Sprenger & Harbison, 2008; Weber, Gold-
stein & Barlas, 1995; Weber, Johnson, Milch, Chang,
Brodscholl & Goldstein, 2007)

In this paper, we report studies using a research
paradigm from cognitive psychology to induce knowl-
edge about frequency and duration. We compare judg-
ments in two related domains, judgments of duration
(JOD) and judgments of frequency (JOF). We manipu-
late conditions of encoding and assess their effects on
judgmental patterns. Specifically, we compare JOD and
JOF regarding differences in their retrospective sensitiv-
ity and differences in their susceptibility for biases. With
this approach, we seek to increase our knowledge of fun-
damental memory processes. Such knowledge may help
to achieve a better understanding of variations in judg-
ment. In the remainder of the introduction, we give a
brief overview of the state of research on processing of
frequency and duration and arrive at a working hypothe-
sis regarding storage of these entities in memory.

Ample evidence indicates that organisms are remark-
ably good at discriminating differences in frequency and
duration (e.g., Gallistel, 1989). Like animals (Meck &
Church, 1983), adult humans (Hasher & Zacks, 1984;
Whalen & Gallistel, 1999; Zacks & Hasher, 2002) and
even young children (Droit-Volet & Wearden, 2001) are
capable of effectively discriminating low range frequen-
cies (n < 10). Similarly, humans, like many other species,
are able to discriminate temporal information across a
wide range of intervals — from circadian timing to
the timing of seconds and even milliseconds (Buhusi &
Meck, 2005). The discrimination of very short durations
in the millisecond range, in particular, seems to be very
accurate (Lewis & Miall, 2006; Rammsayer, 2003). All
together, research findings suggest that a common men-
tal mechanism drives discrimination of both stimulus di-
mensions — frequency and duration (Walsh, 2003; but
see Dormal et al., 2006).

Granting the findings on discrimination, one may be
tempted to assume that frequency and duration would
also affect storage in memory in a similar fashion. Ac-
cording to such a common-path hypothesis (Figure 1),
frequency and duration would have commensurate ef-
fects on a stimulus’ representation (RS) and subsequent
judgment (e.g., Cooper & Pantle, 1967; but see Hintz-
man, 2004a, for a critical discussion of this hypothesis.1)

1Note, however, that Hintzman (2004a) discussed a common-path
model with reference to recognition confidence ratings (RCR) and judg-
ments of frequency (JOF) but not with respect to judgments of duration
(JOD).

Figure 1: A common-path hypothesis for storage and
judgment of frequency (F) and duration (D). S= stimu-
lus; RS = representation of the stimulus in memory.

For instance, they may both change the accessibility or
strength of an event in memory.

Changes in strength could be modeled by different the-
oretical approaches to memory. In connectionist-network
models, frequency and duration may be conceived to
change the strength of associations among RS, its fea-
tures and other constituents in the network (e.g., PASS:
Sedlmeier, 1999, 2002, 2008). In multiple-trace mod-
els (e.g., MINERVA DM: Dougherty, Gettys and Og-
den, 1999; MINERVA 2: Hintzman, 1988; Dougherty &
Franco-Watkins, 2002), strength is primarily conceived
as a function of the number of traces representing a stim-
ulus or event, at least if encoding and response criteria
are constant. Other things being equal, trace number is
assumed to increase as a function of encounter frequency.
It may also increase as a function of duration because
prolonged exposure may entail repetitive encoding of the
event.

Regardless of the underlying mechanism, a common-
path hypothesis assumes that the same property of mem-
ory is used in subsequent judgments. Accordingly, JOF
and JOD should be made through assessments of the
strength of RS in memory. One main prediction to be
derived from such a common-path hypothesis is that
JOF and JOD should be symmetrically biased. Accord-
ingly, JOF should be biased by exposure duration, while
JOD should be biased by exposure frequency. Empiri-
cal evidence for the common-path hypothesis, however,
is mixed. Supporting evidence stems mostly from JDM
research on heuristics that are assumed to use memory
strength as a predictor for quantitative judgments. For ex-
ample, when applying the availability heuristic (Tversky
& Kahneman, 1973), an individual is thought to estimate
a criterion by assessing the ease with which the stimu-
lus (stimuli) can be rehearsed from memory. The fluency
heuristic (e.g., Jacoby & Brooks, 1984) employs a similar
process: the more fluently a stimulus is processed (due to
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previous exposure), the higher the estimation of the crite-
rion (Schooler & Hertwig, 2005, p. 612).

In line with this notion, some studies have provided ev-
idence that exposure duration biases subsequent JOF. For
example, Williams and Durso (1986, Exp. 2) varied the
duration of words (0.5, 3, 6 sec) between subjects. They
found that subsequent frequency judgments were system-
atically biased by duration. Specifically, the longer the
category exemplars were shown in the presentation, the
higher the estimated size of the category, and the higher
the probability that exemplars could be reproduced in a
free recall test. Lewandowsky and Smith (1983) found
similar effects earlier. Employing a within-subjects de-
sign, they varied exposure duration (1.55, 3.75, 5 sec) and
assessed the effects on frequency judgments and recall.
Both measures were positively correlated with exposure
duration. Similarily, JOD were found to be systematically
biased by frequency. Ornstein (1969) showed that retro-
spective judgments of time intervals reflected the num-
ber of available events that filled the episode. Hintzman
(1970) reported evidence showing that JOD systemati-
cally reflected exposure frequency of the stimulus (but
see the discussion of this paper in the next section).

Taken together, these findings support the assumptions
of a common-path hypothesis, because JOF and JOD
seem to behave symmetrically with regard to biases. A
conclusive test, however, requires us to consider two
other aspects of the judgment pattern. One is the relative
strength of the biases, the other is judgment sensitivity,
Judgment sensitivity refers to the degree to which experi-
enced differences in duration and frequency can be repro-
duced in judgments. To this end, one must compare JOF
and JOD within the same experiment. Such an approach
was applied earlier in memory research.

In a seminal paper, Hintzman (1970) varied frequency
on four levels (1, 2, 3, 5 repetitions) and duration on
five levels (2, 3, 4, 5, 6 seconds) in a within-subjects de-
sign. After the presentation he asked participants to either
judge the frequency with which each word occurred or
the duration it was shown on an average trial. Hintzman
found that JOF showed a remarkable sensitivity for actual
differences in exposure repetition. Moreover, JOF were
only weakly affected by differences in duration. Con-
versely, judgment sensitivity was comparatively lower in
JOD. As another difference, and already noted in the pre-
vious section, JOD were systematically influenced (bi-
ased) by actual frequency. Hintzman (1970, p. 442) con-
cluded that the asymmetric pattern of results (differences
in retrospective sensitivity, uni-directional bias) violates a
common-path hypothesis and suggests that frequency and
duration affect memory in a different fashion. Hintzman
reported similar results in subsequent studies (e.g., Hintz-
man, Summers & Block, 1975; for an overview: Hintz-
man, 2000). All together, empirical evidence from this

line of research suggests that frequency and duration are
stored differently in memory.

The findings reported so far form an incoherent pic-
ture. Duration biases on JOF sometimes occur and some-
times do not. JOD seem to be more susceptible to bi-
ases than JOF, but there is also evidence for the opposite
(Hintzman, 2004b). There are several possible explana-
tions for the mixed evidence. An important one is that
the type of judgment task differs between studies. As for
JOD, some studies use retrospective tasks (e.g., Hintz-
man, 1970: participants do not expect to judge duration)
and some use prospective tasks (e.g., Hintzman, 2004b:
participants expect to judge duration; see Hicks, Miller
& Kinsbourne, 1976, for a discussion of task distinction).
As for JOF, most studies documenting duration biases on
JOF used set-size tasks. That is, participants estimated
the size of categories containing different exemplars (e.g.,
Lewandowsky & Smith, 1983; Williams & Durso, 1986).
In contrast, duration biases on JOF are less pronounced
in tasks that assess judgment of event frequencies (e.g.,
Hintzman, 1970, Hintzman et al., 1975; see Betsch et al.,
1999 and Manis et al., 1993, for a discussion of task dis-
tinction).

Another possible explanation is that encoding condi-
tions may differ across tasks and studies. Encoding of
frequency requires comparatively little attention to the
stimulus. One must simply realize that the stimulus oc-
curs. Encoding of duration, however, requires that the
individual additionally sustains attention to the stimulus
for the entire period of its presence. Differences in proce-
dures and materials may differentially affect the individ-
ual’s inclination to attend to the stimuli proportionate to
actual duration. In the literature on time perception, it is
a widespread notion that attention is a crucial variable in
time processing (e.g., Block, 1990; Macar, 2005; Zakay,
2005; Zakay & Block, 1996, 1997). Consequently, differ-
ences in result patterns might be caused by differences in
encoding rather than by differences in memory. Without
systematically considering encoding conditions, it might
be a premature conclusion to dismiss a common-path hy-
pothesis.

The present research focuses on the role of encoding
conditions in JOD and JOF. In three experiments, we var-
ied total duration and frequency of stimuli orthogonally
within the same experimental design. Specifically, the
presentation of the stimuli differed with regard to repe-
tition frequency (2, 4, 8 times) and the total (summed)
duration they appeared on the screen (8, 16, 24 sec).
The resulting 3 (frequency) x 3 (duration) factorial de-
sign was always implemented within subjects. Follow-
ing stimuli presentation, participants made JOF and JOD.
Specifically, they judged the frequency of the event’s oc-
currence, its total duration (Exps. 1, 2, 3), and its single
(average) duration (Exp. 3).
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We generally assess the pattern of judgment as the cen-
tral dependent variable. It takes two dimensions into ac-
count — judgment sensitivity and biases. Judgment sen-
sitivity refers to the extent to which individuals are able
to reproduce differences on stimulus dimensions in their
judgments. Biases are indicators for the type of mem-
ory representation underlying the judgment. Experiment
1 serves as a baseline study in which we did not control
for encoding conditions. Experiment 2 compares differ-
ent conditions of the focus of attention during encoding.
Experiment 3 compares different types of stimulus for-
mats that differ in likelihood of holding the observer’s
attention on the stimuli during encoding.

2 Experiment 1

2.1 Method

2.1.1 Participants and design

Sixty undergraduates (39 female; mean age: 24.7) from
different academic majors at Chemnitz University of
Technology participated in the experiment, lasting about
30 minutes, and were paid C 6 each. The design was
a 3 (presentation frequency) x 3 (duration) full-factorial
within-subjects design. Accordingly, the stimuli differed
with regard to repetition frequency (2, 4, 8 times) and the
total duration (8, 16, 24 sec) they are presented.

2.1.2 Materials

Participants saw 36 forenames, 18 female and 18 male.
In each condition of the 3x3 design, two female and two
male names were shown. In total, the presentation list
contained 168 items. In a pretest, names were selected
according to prevalence, liking and readability. First, a
sample of names was randomly drawn from a list of one
hundred names representing those currently most preva-
lent in Germany (based on a 10-year statistic of civil reg-
istry offices). We then selected those names with scores
within the second and third quartile on a scale of likeabil-
ity (Rudolph, 2001). Finally, names were tested for read-
ability. Specifically, we selected only those names that
could easily be read aloud within the time constraints re-
sulting from our manipulation of duration. According to
the above design, the shortest duration of a single stim-
ulus was one second (if the stimulus appeared 8 times,
and the total duration was 8 seconds). Thus, participants
had to be able to read a name aloud within one second.
The 36 names that passed pre-testing and were used in
the experiments are shown in the Appendix.

2.1.3 Procedure

The presentation of stimuli and assessment of depen-
dent measures were completely computer-directed. The
software was programmed in E-Prime (version 1.1.4.15)
and was run under a Windows XP environment on IBM
compatibles equipped with 17-inch flat-screen monitors.
For each individual session, the program randomly drew
forenames from the pre-tested base list to build a stimu-
lus sample. Additionally, the stimuli were randomly as-
signed to conditions resulting from the 3x3 design. We
also made sure that male and female names appeared
equally often within each condition. Stimulus words al-
ways appeared in the center of the screen.

Participants were individually tested in separate cubi-
cles. Upon arrival, they were informed that they would
view a list of words appearing consecutively on the screen
and that they would be asked some questions about the
presented stimuli later. They were not informed that
later they would judge frequency and duration in order
to prevent them from explicitly counting or timing (post-
experimental interviews indicated that none of the partic-
ipants was aware about the actual purpose of the study).
We ensured encoding of the stimuli by having partic-
ipants read each stimulus word aloud (Johnson et al.,
1989). To foster commitment to this instruction, we in-
stalled microphones in the cubicles and informed partic-
ipants that their utterances would be recorded. During
a training phase, participants were familiarized with the
presentation format and the read-aloud procedure. The
training presentation lasted 2 minutes and contained a list
of forenames that were not contained in the subsequent
presentation.

After the presentation, participants were presented
with all stimuli again in random order. They were asked
to judge the frequency and the total duration (in seconds)
with which each name appeared on the screen. Judg-
ments were blocked. Accordingly, participants first es-
timated the frequency of all stimuli and then judged their
duration (or vice versa). In two pilot studies (Fischbach,
2004) using a similar design (but with different kind of
stimuli) we found no order effects for judgment blocks.
Therefore, we refrained from manipulating order as an
independent variable but we counterbalanced the order of
presentation.

2.2 Results
2.2.1 Memory-based sensitivity for frequency

Mean judgments of frequency (JOF) are presented in the
upper part of Table 1. Apparently, JOF systematically
co-vary with actual presentation frequencies. The obser-
vation is corroborated by individual trend analyses. All
three linear trends for the factor “frequency” in the three
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Table 1: Results of Experiment 1. Standard deviations
are in parentheses; duration judgments are in seconds.

Mean JOF

Presentation frequency

Total duration 2 4 8

8 sec 4.32 (2.97) 5.71 (3.30) 7.77 (4.02)
16 sec 4.70 (3.41) 6.19 (4.17) 7.87 (4.13)
24 sec 4.39 (2.75) 5.88 (3.18) 8.04 (4.18)

Mean JOD

Presentation frequency

Total duration 2 4 8

8 sec 6.95 (6.41) 9.67 (8.15) 12.64 (10.24)
16 sec 8.50 (8.72) 10.37 (9.53) 12.41 (9.92)
24 sec 8.37 (7.75) 10.15 (9.07) 13.36 (11.61)

duration conditions are significant and strong in effect
size: F8 SEC (1, 58) = 84.4, p < .01, η² = .59; F16 SEC (1,
58) = 91.7, p < .01, η² = .61; F 24 SEC (1, 58) = 88.5, p <
.01, η² = .60. Accordingly, the effect for the repeated
measure factor “frequency” is also significant: F (1.4,
82.4) = 102.2, p < .01, η² = .63. The results demonstrate
that participants are capable of reliably differentiating be-
tween the presentation frequencies of the 36 names. In
other words, memory-based judgments reveal a high sen-
sitivity to differences in actual frequencies.

2.2.2 Impact of duration on JOF (duration bias)

A column-by-column comparison of means in the upper
part of Table 1 reveals that frequency judgments are not
systematically influenced by duration. According to this
observation, none of the single trend analyses produces
reliable effects for the factor “duration” (all F < 1). Nei-
ther the main effect for the repeated measure factor “dura-
tion” nor the duration-frequency-interaction effect is sig-
nificant (both F < 1.6; p >.20). These insignificant effects
indicate that our participants’ JOF are virtually immune
to biases of duration.

2.2.3 Memory-based sensitivity for duration

Mean judgments of duration (JOD) are presented in the
lower part of Table 1. Inspection of the means and stan-
dard deviations suggest that participants are almost insen-
sitive to differences in duration. Only when presentation
frequency is small do participants detect the difference in
duration, namely, between 8 sec and 16 sec. In spite of

the fact that they are insensitive to a 16-sec to 24-sec dif-
ference, the single trend analysis for the first frequency
condition produces a significant effect: F2 TIMES (1, 58) =
6.63; p < .05, η² = .10. In the other two conditions, the lin-
ear trend analyses produce insignificant effects (F4 TIMES,
F8 TIMES < 1.4). The main effect for the repeated measure
factor “duration” is weak and only marginally significant:
F (1.96, 116.2) = 2.5, p < .10, η² = .04. The results in-
dicate that participants can only occasionally reproduce
differences in actual durations in their judgments.

2.2.4 Impact of frequency on JOD (frequency bias)

A row-by-row comparison of means in the lower part of
Table 1 reveals that JOD systematically increase with in-
creasing presentation frequency, even though total dura-
tion is held constant. All single linear trends for the fac-
tor “frequency” in the three duration conditions are sig-
nificant and of considerable effect size: F8 SEC (1, 58) =
42.9, p < .01, η² = .43; F16 SEC (1, 58) = 26.7, p < .01,
η² = .32; F 24 SEC (1, 58) = 31.5, p < .01, η² = .35. Ac-
cordingly, the main effect for the repeated measure factor
“frequency” is also significant, F (1.7, 98.9) = 36.3, p <
.01, η² = .39. There is no interaction effect (F < 1.5). The
results indicate that in our experiment JOD are strongly
and systematically biased by presentation frequency.

2.3 Discussion

The results of the first experiment revealed an asymmet-
rical judgment pattern. JOF were generally and strongly
sensitive to actual differences in frequency, whereas JOD
were almost insensitive to actual differences in duration.
Moreover, JOD were consistently biased by frequency,
whereas JOF were immune against biases by duration.
The finding that JOD and JOF behave asymmetrically
supports findings reported by Hintzman (1970). In addi-
tion, the results challenge the common-path hypothesis,
which assumes that storage and judgment of frequency
and duration are driven by common mechanisms of stor-
age.

The asymmetrical judgment pattern seems to corrobo-
rate the notion that individuals are not able to store un-
intentionally differences in duration as effectively as they
can store differences in frequency. One reason for this
could be that variations in frequency are more likely to
be encoded than variations in duration. Why should this
be the case?

Hintzman (1970) proposed (but never tested) an inter-
esting explanation. He argued that participants attend to
certain stimuli for only a constant time period: “. . . it or-
dinarily takes [a participant] only a short time (less than
2 seconds) to process a word into memory, and, after this
has been done, he stops processing the stimulus until a
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different word is presented. According to this explana-
tion, exposure duration has no effect because during any
interval exceeding the minimal processing time, the con-
solidation mechanism is essentially inactive” (Hintzman,
1970, p. 443). If this explanation is valid, we should ob-
tain a symmetrical judgment pattern with bi-directional
biases under conditions that promote individuals’ pro-
cessing of a stimulus for the entire exposure period. To
test this assumption, we conducted a second experiment.
Its design contains different manipulations to increase the
likelihood that participants remain focused on the cru-
cial stimulus dimensions at the time of encoding. If the
common-path hypothesis is valid, we should find a sym-
metric judgment pattern under those conditions that en-
courage participants to focus on the stimulus for its entire
presentation duration.

3 Experiment 2

The purpose of the second experiment was to establish
conditions that enhance encoding of temporal informa-
tion. Research on time perception in humans indicates
that the focus of attention mediates accuracy in discrim-
ination of durations (e.g., Zakay, 2005; Zakay & Block,
1996). We attempted to manipulate encoding focus with-
out making participants explicitly aware of the nature of
the subsequent judgment task. Because we are interested
in unintentional memory processes, we avoided estab-
lishing conditions of prospective timing (Hicks, Miller
& Kinsbourne, 1976) that would encourage participants
to actively store and remember the duration of stimuli.
Rather, we had participants perform a motor task con-
tingent upon either the temporal or frequency-related as-
pects of the stimulus presentation. In a run-stop condi-
tion, participants were instructed to press the space bar
on the keyboard as long as a stimulus remained on the
screen and release the key when it disappeared. In order
to perform this task properly, the individual had to sustain
attention to the stimulus for the entire time during which
it was presented. As a control condition, the other half of
the participants hit the space bar only briefly each time a
stimulus appeared on the screen (event condition). With
this manipulation we intended to move the focus of atten-
tion away from the temporal dimension. The two motor
manipulations adopt a behavioral component to direct at-
tention towards duration and frequency during encoding.
The technique mimics properties of experimental proce-
dures in animal research in which the subject is required
to reproduce stimulus properties in behavior, for exam-
ple, via pressing a lever for a certain number of times or
duration (e.g., Meck, 2003).

As a second between-subjects factor, we varied the
focus instruction. In an instruction-present condition,

participants were explicitly told to focus on duration or
frequency, corresponding to the motor-task condition to
which they were assigned. A condition without further
instruction served as a control.

3.1 Method
3.1.1 Participants and design

Seventy-seven undergraduates (60 female; mean age:
20.2) from different academic majors at the University
of Erfurt participated in the experiment lasting about 20
minutes. They were paid C 6 each and were randomly
assigned to four experimental groups resulting from a 2
(motor task: run-stop vs. event) x 2 (focus instruction:
yes vs. no) x 3 (presentation frequency) x 3 (duration)
factorial design. The last two factors were manipulated
within subjects. We employed a nested within-subjects
design in which duration was only varied in the mid-
frequency condition (4 times) and frequency was only
varied in the mid-duration condition (16 sec.).

3.1.2 Materials

Participants saw 20 forenames, 10 female and 10 male,
randomly drawn from the list of names from Experiment
1. In each of the five conditions of the nested within-
subjects design, two female and two male names were
shown. In total, the presentation list contained 88 items.

3.1.3 Procedure

Presentation of the stimuli followed the procedure of Ex-
periment 1. Participants were individually tested in sep-
arate cubicles. As in Experiment 1, they were informed
that they would view a list of words appearing consecu-
tively on the screen and that they would be asked some
questions about the presented stimuli later. Participants
assigned to the run-stop task were told: “If a word ap-
pears on the screen you have to immediately hit the red
colored key (the space-bar). Continue pressing the key
as long as the word appears on the screen.” Participants
assigned to the event task were told: “If a word appears
on the screen you have to immediately hit the red col-
ored key (the space-bar). Press the key only briefly and
release it immediately.” Moreover, participants were in-
structed to repeat the motor task each time a word ap-
peared on the screen. In the focus-instruction condition,
event-task participants were asked to “concentrate on the
occurrence of the words”, whereas run-stop-task partic-
ipants were asked to “concentrate on the length of time
the words appear”. The controls did not receive any ad-
ditional focus instruction.

After the presentation, participants were presented
with all stimuli again in random order. They were asked
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Table 2: Results of Experiment 2. Standard deviations are in parentheses; duration judgments are in seconds. Between-
subjects conditions: EVENT mode with focus INSTRuction (n = 19), RUN mode with focus INSTRuction (n = 20),
EVENT mode without focus instruction (n = 18), RUN mode without focus instruction (n = 20).

Mean JOF

Presentation Frequency

Total duration 2 4 8

8 sec
EVENT, INSTR
RUN, INSTR
EVENT
RUN
Grand mean

5.68 (2.39)
4.78 (1.34)
5.88 (3.07)
5.04 (1.87)
5.32 (2.24)

16 sec
EVENT, INSTR
RUN, INSTR
EVENT
RUN
Grand mean

4.38 (2.35)
4.18 (1.86)
3.90 (1.38)
3.94 (1.60)
4.10 (1.81)

5.30 (2.38)
5.13 (2.23)
5.67 (3.21)
5.03 (1.74)
5.27 (2.39)

8.42 (3.77)
6.24 (2.30)
8.60 (5.41)
6.76 (2.90)
7.46 (3.80)

24 sec
EVENT, INSTR
RUN, INSTR
EVENT
RUN
Grand mean

5.88 (3.48)
5.35 (2.11)
6.36 (4.54)
5.51 (2.01)
5.76 (3.12)

Mean JOD

Presentation frequency

Total duration 2 4 8

8 sec
EVENT, INSTR
RUN, INSTR
EVENT
RUN
Grand mean

10.92 (6.28)
10.59 (5.19)
10.81 (5.88)
11.78 (9.91)
11.03 (6.97)

16 sec
EVENT, INSTR
RUN, INSTR
EVENT
RUN
Grand mean

8.25 (4.14)
11.14 (5.70)
8.36 (4.44)

11.20 (11.37)
9.79 (7.14)

10.68 (5.90)
12.64 (7.14)
10.53 (4.78)
12.41 (9.60)
11.60 (7.08)

14.78 (7.90)
13.09 (5.64)
13.65 (6.19)

15.25 (13.35)
14.20 (8.76)

24 sec
EVENT, INSTR
RUN, INSTR
EVENT
RUN
Grand mean

10.57 (5.63)
13.43 (6.26)
12.78 (9.22)

14.30 (12.17)
12.80 (8.68)

to judge the frequency and the total duration (in seconds)
that each name appeared on the screen. Judgment tasks
were blocked. Block order was counterbalanced.

3.2 Results

3.2.1 Memory-based sensitivity for frequency

Mean estimates of frequency are presented in the left part
of Table 2. Clearly, JOF systematically co-vary with ac-
tual presentation frequencies; the observation is corrob-
orated by trend analyses. All linear trends for the factor
“frequency” in the four between-subjects conditions are
significant and strong in effect size: FEVENT, INSTR (1, 18)
= 47.1, p < .01, η² = .74; FRUN, INSTR (1, 19) = 29.2, p <
.01, η² = .62; FEVENT (1, 17) = 21.5, p < .01, η² = .57;
FRUN (1, 19) = 31.6, p < .01, η² = .64. Accordingly, the
effect for the repeated measurement factor “frequency”
is also significant F (1.5, 106.7) = 86.1, p < .01, η² =
.54. The 3x2x2 analysis of variance also reveals a sig-
nificant interaction effect between the repeated measure
factor and the type of motor task: F (1.5, 106.7) = 7.6,
p < .01, partial η² = .10. This interaction effect indi-
cates that differences between estimates are more pro-
nounced if individuals judged high-frequency events af-
ter having placed their focus of attention on the frequency

dimension during encoding (event task). No other effect
reached an acceptable level of significance (all F < 2.3,
all p > .13). The present findings replicate results from
Experiment 1 and show that individuals are highly sen-
sitive to the frequency of events in their memory-based
judgments.

3.2.2 Impact of duration on JOF (duration bias)

Inspection of the means in the three time conditions in
the upper part of Table 2 reveals that JOF are quite ro-
bust against influences of duration (M 8 SEC = 5.32, M
16 SEC = 5.27, M 24 SEC = 5.76). Accordingly, three of
four linear trend analyses produce insignificant results:
FEVENT, INSTR , FEVENT, FRUN < 1.5; all p > .25. The linear
trend for the explicit time-focus condition is marginally
significant: FRUN, INSTR (1, 19) = 3.5, p < .10, η² = .06.
The effect for the repeated measure factor “duration” is
significant: F (1.7, 123.4) = 3.7, p < .05, η² = .05. The
3x2x2 analysis of variance yields no other significant ef-
fect (all F < 1).

3.2.3 Memory-based sensitivity for duration

Mean estimates of duration are depicted in the right part
of Table 2. When participants are led to focus on the time
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dimension, JOD monotonically increase with increasing
actual duration. This observation is corroborated by lin-
ear trend analyses: FRUN, INSTR (1,19) = 9.8, p < .01, η² =
.35; FRUN (1, 19) = 5.2, p < .05, η² = .22. Effects for other
trends do not reach an acceptable level of significance
FEVENT, INSTR (1, 18) = 0,43, p = .52, η² = .03; FEVENT
(1, 17) = 2,06, p = .17, η² = .13. The main effect for
the repeated measure factor “duration” is reliable: F (1.5,
108.7) = 6.7, p < .01, partial η² = .08. The 3x2x2 anal-
ysis of variance yields no other significant effect and, in
particular, no significant interaction effect between motor
task and focus instruction (all F < 2.2, all p > .15). The
present study shows that individuals are able to discrim-
inate between differences in duration in their judgments
if they are required to focus attention on the stimulus for
the entire span of occurrence, either by performing a cor-
responding motor task only or additionally receiving an
instruction to focus on time.

3.2.4 Impact of frequency on JOD (frequency bias)

Inspection of mean duration estimates in the right part
of Table 2 reveals that JOD increase with increasing pre-
sentation frequency (M2 TIMES = 9.79, M4 TIMES = 11.60,
M8 TIMES = 14.20). Likewise, the four linear trends for the
factor “frequency” are significant: FEVENT, INSTR (1, 18) =
40.4, p < .001, η² = .70; FRUN, INSTR (1, 19) = 3.1, p < .10,
η² = .15; FEVENT (1, 17) = 21.0, p < .01, η² = .57; FRUN (1,
19) = 16.2, p < .01, η² = .47. Note, however, that the mea-
sure of effect size is quite small in the condition in which
participants are explicitly instructed to focus on the time
dimension (run-stop task with focus instruction). Over
all conditions, the effect for the repeated measure factor
“frequency” is significant and strong in effect size F (1.8,
129.6) = 42.9, p < .01, η² = .40. The effect is qualified by
a two-way interaction effect between the motor task and
the repeated measure factor: F (1.8, 129.6) = 4.7, p < .01,
η² = .06. No other effects are reliable (all F < 1). The in-
teraction reflects the result that the frequency bias on JOD
decreases when attention is explicitly focused on the time
dimension. This attenuation effect notwithstanding, JOD
are still systematically biased by presentation frequency.
In three out of four conditions, these biases are strong in
effect size.

3.3 Discussion

The purpose of Experiment 2 was to explore the effects of
different encoding conditions on the patterns of JOF and
JOD. Recall that findings of the first experiment clearly
violated the predictions of the common-path hypothesis.
However, outright rejection of the hypothesis seemed to
be a premature conclusion. Following Hintzman’s (1970)
reasoning, we speculated that participants might have

failed to encode differences in duration simply because
they did not keep their attention on the stimulus in pro-
portion to its actual duration. If, as Hintzman suggested,
they attended to each stimulus only for a constant period
of time (e.g., as long as necessary to read), actual differ-
ences in duration should not change memory and, subse-
quently, should have null effects on judgment pattern.

Our second study demonstrated that the manner of en-
coding does indeed matter. Participants became sensitive
in their JOD if they had been encouraged to keep their
attention on a stimulus at the time of encoding. Note that
merely performing a run-stop motor task was sufficient
to cause a reliable effect of the factor “duration” on JOD.
This effect increased in size if the motor task was assisted
by an explicit focus instruction. In the latter condition, we
also found a tendency towards duration biases on JOF, al-
though the effect was comparatively weak in size. These
findings clearly deviate from those obtained in the first
experiment. The prior pattern of results could be repli-
cated in the frequency-focus conditions that served as
controls. In the event task conditions (with or without
instruction to focus on frequency), we found only retro-
spective sensitivity in JOF and a unidirectional bias from
presentation frequency to JOD. Judgment-sensitivity in
JOF was generally high, irrespective of the motor-task
and instruction conditions to which the participants were
assigned.

Although encoding condition factors had an undeni-
able effect on the judgment pattern, the present find-
ings do not convincingly corroborate the common-path
hypothesis. First, evidence for a duration bias on JOF
was only weakly reliable and found in only one condi-
tion (run-stop task with explicit focus instruction). Sec-
ond, the judgment pattern in the time-focus conditions
is still strongly asymmetric with regard to effect sizes.
Third, the common-path hypothesis cannot account for
the finding that frequency biases on duration decrease in
the run-stop motor task condition (see the last result sec-
tion: two-way interaction effect between motor task and
repeated measure factor) given the other finding that par-
ticipants can accurately differentiate between frequencies
in all conditions.

Two misgivings, however, might be raised against the
second experiment, which may cast doubt on the conclu-
siveness of the findings. First, the motor task imposes a
dual-task situation. Participants must simultaneously at-
tend to stimuli and control their motor reactions, which
may have resulted in a division of attention. Conse-
quently, cognitive resources for attention may have been
only partially devoted to the stimuli themselves. Sec-
ond, sustaining attention to a stimulus beyond reading
time might have added only a marginal change to mem-
ory; recall that the stimuli provide only minimal informa-
tion. As stimuli we presented typical forenames without
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context. All were presented in the same size, color and
font. Reading the word might have been sufficient to en-
code the entire set of features representing the stimulus.
Thus, one might wonder if any additional change in mem-
ory could be achieved by sustaining attention to such an
impoverished stimulus presentation. A richer presenta-
tion, however, would have given the focus manipulations
a greater chance to develop their impact on memory. If
stimuli would provide more information than the names,
the number of features to be encoded should increase with
the length of time attention is maintained.

In Experiment 3 we subjected the common-path hy-
pothesis to another test. We varied the codality of the
stimulus material to enhance the probability that main-
taining encoding efforts could effectively result in mem-
ory changes. Codality refers to the coding system used
to present information within a certain mode. For ex-
ample, in the visual mode, information can be presented
literally, by pictograms or pictures. In this study we com-
pared two codality conditions, words with pictures of the
same entity. Because pictures are richer in regard to infor-
mation conveyed (more details, contextual information,
etc.), variations in exposure duration should cause cor-
responding variations in the time devoted to process the
stimuli. If frequency and duration had commensurate ef-
fects on memory (as predicted by the common-path hy-
pothesis), we should at least obtain a symmetrical judg-
ment pattern in those codality conditions in which stimuli
are presented as pictures together with context informa-
tion.

4 Experiment 3

The study employed the same within-design as Experi-
ment 1. In addition, we manipulated the codality of the
stimuli as a between-subjects factor (word naming object,
picture of object, picture of object in context). Instead of
forenames, we presented participants with a list of objects
(furniture, tools, food, toys).2

In this study we also assessed free recall (either before
or after judgment). As another change, we took two kinds
of JOD. Besides asking for total duration, we also had
participants judge the single (mean) exposure duration of
the stimulus (in accordance with Hintzman, 1970).

2Changing codality in the previous material would have required us
to present participants with pictures of women and men. It is difficult
if not impossible to prevent those pictures from evoking affective re-
actions — feelings of liking/disliking, attraction, sympathy, etc. — in
the observer. It cannot be ruled out that these affective reactions, them-
selves, may affect memory processes. Thus, we used stimuli with a
generally lower affective potential. Moreover, we carefully pre-tested
these stimuli on affective dimensions.

4.1 Method

4.1.1 Participants and design

Ninety undergraduates (27 female; mean age: 22.9) from
different majors at Saarland University3 participated in
the experiment lasting about 35 minutes. They were paid
C 6 each. The design was a 3 (codality of stimulus: word
naming object, picture of object, picture of object in con-
text) x 2 (position of recall test: before or after judgment)
x 3 (presentation frequency) x 3 (total duration) facto-
rial design. The last two factors were manipulated within
subjects. Participants were randomly assigned to the six
between-subjects conditions.

4.1.2 Stimuli

Participants were presented with 27 objects (see Ap-
pendix) shown on a computer screen. In accordance with
data from several pretests using a large sample from our
pool of participants (Glauer et al., 2008), objects were se-
lected so that they were comparable with regard to preva-
lence, readability and affective load. In order to vary co-
dality, we presented words or color pictures. The pictures
of the objects were taken with a digital camera in real-life
contexts. The objects filled out between 75 and 85 % of
the area and were always shown in the foreground. In the
“context free” condition, context information was digi-
tally removed. The size of the pictures was held constant.
Each picture covered one quarter of the screen and was
presented in the center. In the “context” condition, the
background contained features of environments that typ-
ically host the objects in real life settings. For example,
a wardrobe was shown in a living room with parts of a
carpet and wallpaper. For each experimental session, the
stimuli were randomly assigned to the 9 conditions result-
ing from the 3 (frequency) x 3 (duration) within-subjects
design, with the restriction that each condition contained
three objects.

4.1.3 Procedure

The procedure was essentially the same as in the previ-
ous experiments. We counterbalanced the order of judg-
ments. Half of the participants made JOF in first position
and JOD (total) in the second. For the other half, the or-
der was reversed. Mean JOD were always assessed in the
third position. Mean JOD pertains to the average time in-
terval the single word or picture was shown on the screen.
This was carefully explained to participants in a similar
fashion as described by Hintzman (1970, Exp. 3). As
in the previous experiments, single (mean) duration was

3We are indebted to Ralf Rummer and his research group at Saarland
University for collecting the data.
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held constant in each condition of the (presentation fre-
quency) x 3 (duration) within-subjects design. Consider,
for example, the first cell of the design in which stimuli
were presented twice for a total duration of eight seconds.
Accordingly, a stimulus word assigned to this condition
was always shown for 4 seconds when it appeared on the
screen.

4.2 Results
4.2.1 Memory-based sensitivity for frequency

Mean JOF are presented in Table 3. Evidently, JOF
systematically co-vary with actual presentation frequen-
cies. The observation is corroborated by trend analy-
ses. All linear trends for the factor “frequency” in the
six between-subjects conditions are significant and strong
in effect size (all F (1,13) > 38. 4, all p < .01, all η² >
.72). Moreover, we performed a 3 (codality) x 2 (posi-
tion of recall) x 3 (frequency) x 3 (duration) analysis of
variance. All together, the analysis produces four signifi-
cant effects (for all other effects: F < 1.8, p >.10). Firstly,
in accordance with linear trend analyses, the effect for
the repeated measurement factor “frequency” is also high
in effect size: F (1.73, 145.1) = 422.45, p < .01, η² =
.83. Secondly, we found a weak but significant codality-
by-frequency interaction effect F (3,45, 145.1) = 3.2, p
< .05, η² = .07, reflecting the observation that regression
to the mean4 in JOF is slightly less pronounced in the
“picture with context” condition, compared to the condi-
tion in which participants saw a written presentation of
the objects. Thirdly, we obtained a recall-position-by-
frequency interaction effect that is also small in effect
size: F (1.73, 145.1) = 4.1, p < .02, η² = .05. Again,
this effect reflects a systematic variation in the range of
frequency judgments. Specifically, the regression effect
in frequency judgment is slightly less pronounced if the
recall measure is taken after participants have made their
judgments than in the other recall-position condition. We
will not consider the two interaction effects further. The
fourth effect, however, is of theoretical importance and
will be presented in the next paragraph.

4.2.2 Impact of duration on JOF (duration bias)

Inspection of mean JOF in the three time conditions in
Table 3 indicates that frequency estimates tend to be bi-
ased by duration. This observation is corroborated by
a significant main effect for the repeated measure fac-
tor “duration” on frequency judgments F (1.98, 166.2)
= 15.2, p < .01, η² = .15. Six linear trend analyses reveal

4The regression effect pertains to the well-established finding that
low frequencies are likely to be overestimated, whereas high frequen-
cies tend to be underestimated with regard to actual presentation fre-
quency (Sedlmeier, Betsch & Renkewitz, 2002).

Table 3: Results of Experiment 3: Judgments of Fre-
quency (JOF). Standard deviations are in parentheses.
Between-subjects factors: Recall (before / after judg-
ment), Codality (PICtures of objects with CONTEXT /
PICtures of objects without context / WORDS); n = 15 in
each of the six between-subjects conditions.

Mean JOF

Presentation Frequency

Total duration 2 4 8

8 sec
Recall before judgment
PIC-CONTEXT
PIC
WORDS
Mean
Recall after judgment
PIC-CONTEXT
PIC
WORDS
Mean
Grand mean

3.29 (0.90)
3.38 (0.94)
3.49 (0.72)
3.39 (0.84)

2.98 (0.77)
3.00 (0.63)
3.02 (0.86)
3.00 (0.74)
3.19 (0.81)

4.04 (0.86)
4.04 (0.83)
4.07 (0.61)
4.05 (0.76)

4.36 (0.96)
4.29 (0.77)
4.22 (0.89)
4.29 (0.86)
4.17 (0.82)

5.82 (0.93)
5.87 (1.13)
5.42 (1.23)
5.70 (1.10)

6.38 (0.87)
5.91 (0.91)
5.33 (0.90)
5.87 (0.98)
5.79 (1.04)

16 sec
Recall before judgment
PIC-CONTEXT
PIC
WORDS
Mean
Recall after judgment
PIC-CONTEXT
PIC
WORDS
Mean
Grand mean

3.62 (1.23)
3.11 (0.90)
3.22 (0.98)
3.32 (1.05)

3.33 (1.21)
3.24 (0.76)
3.51 (0.85)
3.36 (0.94)
3.34 (0.99)

4.62 (1.05)
4.38 (0.96)
4.58 (1.57)
4.53 (1.20)

4.67 (0.91)
4.24 (1.01)
4.31 (1.12)
4.41 (1.01)
4.47 (1.10)

5.76 (0.90)
5.80 (0.99)
5.89 (1.28)
5.81 (1.05)

6.71 (1.04)
6.20 (1.23)
5.71 (1.33)
6.21 (1.25)
6.01 (1.16)

24 sec
Recall before judgment
PIC-CONTEXT
PIC
WORDS
Mean
Recall after judgment
PIC-CONTEXT
PIC
WORDS
Mean
Grand mean

3.73 (1.07)
3.29 (0.93)
4.13 (1.36)
3.72 (1.16)

3.56 (1.12)
3.16 (0.55)
3.27 (1.24)
3.33 (1.01)
3.52 (1.10)

4.80 (0.94)
4.44 (0.92)
4.67 (1.23)
4.64 (1.03)

4.89 (1.35)
4.62 (1.07)
4.47 (1.15)
4.66 (1.18)
4.65 (1.10)

6.53 (1.04)
5.95 (1.02)
5.33 (1.05)
5.94 (1.13)

6.67 (1.11)
5.93 (1.07)
5.96 (1.01)
6.19 (1.09)
6.06 (1.11)

that this effect is caused mainly by the codality condition
in which participants were presented with pictures show-
ing the object in context (PIC-CONTEXT). In the two
PIC-CONTEXT conditions, both linear trends (recall be-
fore/after judgment) are significant and of moderate ef-
fect size: FPIC-CONTEXT, RECALL-BEFORE (1, 13) = 8.9, p <
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.01, η² = .39; FPIC-CONTEXT, RECALL-AFTER (1, 13) = 6.2, p
< .01, η² = .31. There is also a significant effect in one
other codality condition: FWORDS, RECALL-AFTER (1, 13) =
3.6, p = .05, η² = .20. The three remaining linear trends
produced no significant effects, all F < 1.3. In a nutshell,
these findings show that JOF are most likely to be biased
by duration if the stimuli are presented visually together
with context information.

4.2.3 Memory-based sensitivity for total duration

In this and the following subsection we first report results
on judgments of total duration (this measure accords with
those in the previous experiments). The results on judg-
ments of single (mean) duration show the same pattern.
Thus, we will only briefly consider them at the end of the
results section.

Mean JOD (total) are shown in Table 4. Participants
were sensitive to differences in duration in their memory-
based judgments. This observation is corroborated by a
3x2x3x3 ANOVA that produces a significant and mod-
erately strong effect for the within-subjects factor “dura-
tion”, F (1.9, 160.2) = 57.7, p < .01, η² = .41. Linear trend
analyses in the six between-subjects conditions, however,
show that sensitivity to duration is most pronounced in
one codality condition. If the objects are depicted in con-
text, participants are extremely successful at reproducing
differences in duration in their judgments. Accordingly,
in the “context” conditions, both linear trends (recall be-
fore vs. after judgment) are significant and of strong ef-
fect size: FPIC-CONTEXT, RECALL-BEFORE (1, 13) = 28.8, p <
.01, η² = .67; FPIC-CONTEXT, RECALL-AFTER (1, 13) = 27.3, p
< .01, η² = .66. The remaining four trend analyses pro-
duce effects that are smaller in effect size and partially
not significant: FPIC, RECALL-BEFORE (1, 13) = 9.5, p < .01,
η² = .40; FPIC, RECALL-AFTER (1, 13) = 2.7, ns, η² = .16;
FWORD, RECALL-BEFORE (1, 13) = 2.5, p > .10, η² = .15;
FWORD, RECALL-AFTER (1, 13) = 8.3, p < .01, η² = .37.

In line with the pattern of effects obtained from trend
analyses, we also find a significant codality-by-duration
interaction in the multivariate ANOVA: F (3.8, 160.2) =
4.8, p < .01, η² = .10. The interaction effect statistically
substantiates the observation that sensitivity in duration
judgments is most pronounced in the codality condition
in which participants watched pictures in context. The
ANOVA produced only one further effect, which is con-
sidered in the following paragraph (for all other effects:
F < 2, p > .13).

4.2.4 Impact of frequency on JOD (frequency bias)

As in the previous experiments, we observe a fre-
quency bias in total duration judgments. The multivariate
ANOVA produces a strong effect on the repeated measure

Table 4: Results of Experiment 3: Judgments of total Du-
ration (JOD). Standard deviations are in parentheses; du-
ration judgments are in seconds. Between-subjects fac-
tors: Recall (before / after judgment), Codality (PICtures
of objects with CONTEXT / PICtures of objects without
context / WORDS); n = 15 in each between-subjects con-
dition.
Mean JOD (total)

Presentation frequency

Total duration 2 4 8

8 sec
Recall before judgment
PIC-CONTEXT
PIC
WORDS
Mean
Recall after judgment
PIC-CONTEXT
PIC
WORDS
Mean
Grand mean

12.11 (1.94)
11.89 (2.91)
12.69 (2.83)
12.23 (2.56)

10.44 (0.96)
11.80 (2.48)
11.05 (2.24)
11.10 (2.04)
11.66 (2.37)

13.09 (2.36)
13.09 (2.67)
14.58 (3.16)
13.58 (2.78)

13.09 (2.38)
13.22 (3.31)
12.42 (2.03)
12.91 (2.60)
13.25 (2.70)

16.05 (2.71)
15.69 (3.44)
17.11 (3.68)
16.28 (3.28)

16.46 (4.24)
17.51 (3.21)
15.73 (3.10)
16.57 (3.55)
16.43 (3.40)

16 sec
Recall before judgment
PIC-CONTEXT
PIC
WORDS
Mean
Recall after judgment
PIC-CONTEXT
PIC
WORDS
Mean
Grand mean

14.13 (2.54)
11.89 (2.68)
13.13 (2.76)
13.05 (2.76)

11.98 (1.98)
12.96 (2.22)
12.40 (3.13)
12.44 (2.47)
12.75 (2.62)

14.82 (2.31)
14.73 (2.95)
15.18 (3.60)
14.91 (2.94)

14.42 (2.51)
14.47 (3.04)
13.40 (2.88)
14.10 (2.80)
14.50 (2.88)

18.42 (2.86)
16.49 (2.67)
16.80 (3.54)
17.24 (3.10)

18.75 (3.58)
16.80 (3.55)
15.31 (2.92)
16.96 (3.58)
17.10 (3.33)

24 sec
Recall before judgment
PIC-CONTEXT
PIC
WORDS
Mean
Recall after judgment
PIC-CONTEXT
PIC
WORDS
Mean
Grand mean

15.20 (2.29)
14.20 (3.80)
14.51 (3.56)
14.64 (3.23)

14.33 (2.96)
13.98 (3.29)
12.84 (3.31)
13.72 (3.18)
14.18 (3.22)

16.38 (3.03)
15.05 (2.58)
16.56 (3.02)
15.99 (2.90)

16.42 (3.13)
15.09 (2.94)
13.93 (2.89)
15.15 (3.10)
15.57 (3.01)

19.51 (3.59)
17.84 (2.26)
16.93 (3.42)
18.10 (3.26)

19.49 (2.73)
17.42 (3.56)
17.29 (2.99)
18.07 (3.20)
18.08 (3.21)

factor “frequency”: F (1.6, 133.9) = 140.5, p < .01, η² =
.63. The six linear trends for this factor are significant in
all six between-subjects conditions (all F (1, 13) > 18.6;
all p < .01, all η² > .56).
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4.2.5 Memory-based sensitivity for single duration

Mean JODSINGLE are shown in Table 5. The pattern of
results provides a similar picture to that for judgments of
total duration (see above), the only difference being that
effect sizes are slightly smaller for single duration judg-
ments. Again, participants were able to reproduce differ-
ences in duration in their memory-based judgments. The
observation is corroborated by a 3x2x3x3 ANOVA that
produces a significant and moderately strong effect for
the within-subjects factor “duration”; F (1.97, 165.9) =
49.9, p < .01, η² = .37. Linear trend analyses in the six
between-subjects conditions again show that sensitivity
to duration is most pronounced in one picture-codality-
condition. If the stimulus objects are placed in context,
participants are extremely good at reproducing differ-
ences in single durations in their judgments — both linear
trends (recall before/after judgment) are significant and
of strong effect size: FPIC-CONTEXT, RECALL-BEFORE (1, 13)
= 28.7, p < .01, η² = .67; FPIC-CONTEXT, RECALL-AFTER (1,
13) = 17.9, p < .01, η² = .56. The remaining four
trend analyses produce effects that are smaller in effect
size: FPIC, RECALL-BEFORE (1, 13) = 6.4, p < .01, η² =
.32; FPIC, RECALL-AFTER (1, 13) = 4.98, p < .05, η² = .26;
FWORD, RECALL-BEFORE (1, 13) = 5.4, p < .05, η² = .28;
FWORD, RECALL-AFTER (1, 13) = 2.4, p > .10, η² = .14. Note
that the last trend fails to reach an acceptable level of
significance. The last condition (WORD, RECALL AF-
TER) is the replication condition of the former experi-
ments. As in the previous studies, in this condition par-
ticipants’ ability to remember differences in duration is
weak. The ANOVA produced no further reliable effect
(all F < 2.5, all p > .09, all η² < .05).

4.2.6 Impact of actual frequencies on JODSINGLE
(frequency bias)

In our design, total duration and frequency were uncor-
related. To achieve this, single durations of stimuli were
decreased with increasing presentation frequency. For ex-
ample, consider the conditions for which total duration
was held constant at the level of 8 seconds. If the stim-
ulus was presented 2 times one single appearance of the
stimulus lasted 4 seconds. If it was presented 4 times,
however, its single duration was decreased to 2 seconds.
Due to the negative correlation between single duration
and presentation frequency, the absence of a frequency
effect is an indicator of a frequency bias that compen-
sates influences of duration. Accordingly, only one of six
linear trend analyses yields a significant effect: If the re-
call measure is taken following judgments and the picture
is presented without context, participants reliably repro-
duce decreasing durations across frequency conditions in
their judgments: FPIC, RECALL-AFTER (1, 13) = 7.6, p < .01,
η² = .35. In all other conditions, participants fail to do this

Table 5: Results of Experiment 3 - Judgments of Sin-
gle Duration. Standard deviations are in parentheses; du-
ration judgments are in seconds. Between-subjects fac-
tors: Recall (before / after judgment), Codality (PICtures
of objects with CONTEXT / PICtures of objects without
context / WORDS); n = 15 in each between-subjects con-
dition.
JOFSINGLE

Presentation frequency

Total duration 2 4 8

8 sec
Recall before judgment
PIC-CONTEXT
PIC
WORDS
Mean
Recall after judgment
PIC-CONTEXT
PIC
WORDS
Mean
Grand mean

4.07 (1.77)
4.67 (1.99)
5.07 (1.62)
4.60 (1.81)

4.87 (1.43)
4.25 (1.77)
5.18 (1.02)
4.76 (1.46)
4.68 (1.64)

3.69 (1.39)
4.42 (2.23)
4.93 (1.38)
4.35 (1.75)

4.49 (1.01)
4.38 (1.82)
5.60 (1.60)
4.82 (1.58)
4.59 (1.68)

3.78 (1.81)
4.84 (1.67)
5.22 (2.19)
4.62 (1.96)

4.15 (2.38)
4.31 (1.79)
5.71 (1.74)
4.73 (2.07)
4.67 (2.01)

16 sec
Recall before judgment
PIC-CONTEXT
PIC
WORDS
Mean
Recall after judgment
PIC-CONTEXT
PIC
WORDS
Mean
Grand mean

5.20 (2.20)
5.53 (2.80)
5.98 (2.74)
5.15 (2.21)

5.64 (1.57)
5.74 (1.71)
5.33 (1.78)
5.57 (1.66)
5.36 (1.95)

4.76 (1.74)
5.20 (1.85)
5.53 (1.90)
5.03 (1.68)

4.84 (1.18)
4.78 (1.98)
5.80 (1.18)
5.14 (1.56)
5.08 (1.61)

5.36 (2.17)
5.42 (2.23)
5.62 (1.80)
5.39 (2.06)

5.47 (2.18)
4.29 (2.02)
6.07 (1.80)
5.27 (2.10)
5.33 (2.07)

24 sec
Recall before judgment
PIC-CONTEXT
PIC
WORDS
Mean
Recall after judgment
PIC-CONTEXT
PIC
WORDS
Mean
Grand mean

5.80 (1.79)
5.98 (2.74)
5.96 (2.17)
5.91 (2.22)

6.38 (1.60)
6.00 (1.93)
6.47 (1.82)
6.28 (1.76)
6.10 (2.00)

5.89 (2.12)
5.53 (1.90)
5.78 (2.05)
5.73 (1.99)

5.91 (1.19)
4.87 (1.16)
5.80 (1.69)
5.53 (1.42)
5.63 (1.72)

5.56 (2.27)
5.62 (1.80)
5.64 (1.53)
5.61 (1.85)

5.82 (2.32)
4.15 (1.55)
6.11 (1.82)
5.36 (2.07)
5.48 (1.96)

(all F < 1 all p > .30, all η² < .07). The pattern of results
suggests that judgments of single durations are likely to
be biased by frequency (although we are aware that this
interpretation exploits null effects).
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4.2.7 Free recall

As expected, percentages of recalled stimuli tend to be
higher in the picture-codality conditions. None of the dif-
ferences between conditions, however, reached an accept-
able level of significance. This may be due to a ceiling ef-
fect because participants were able to recall 21 of the 27
stimuli on average. We therefore refrain from reporting
descriptive and inferential statistics and from discussing
free recall data.

4.3 Discussion

The results replicate and extend previous findings. First,
consider the replication conditions. If participants were
presented with words, we observed an asymmetrical
judgment pattern. Specifically, memory-based sensitivity
was generally strong for frequency but weak or absent for
duration. Moreover, judged word duration was strongly
biased by frequency. The bias in the reverse direction was
weak or absent.

In contrast, consider the conditions in which stimulus
codality was changed: we observed a tendency towards
a symmetric pattern in terms of statistical reliability and,
occasionally, even in terms of effect size. Particularly in
the picture-with-context conditions, individuals showed
a sound capability to reproduce differences in duration in
their judgments, regardless of whether participants were
to judge total or single (mean) duration. The finding
that the presence of contextual information plays a cru-
cial role in encoding converges with results from research
on recognition memory (e.g., Murnane, Phelps & Malm-
berg, 1999). The bias of duration on frequency judgment
is also remarkably strong in these conditions. Moreover,
frequency and duration showed similar effects on recall.
The number of correctly recalled words increased with
increasing presentation frequency and duration.

All together, the findings converge with those from Ex-
periment 2, which showed that bivariate sensitivity and
bidirectional biases occurred if attention during the en-
coding phase was sustained to the stimuli proportionate to
their actual duration. Moreover, the present study showed
that explicit focus instructions were not necessarily a con-
dition for these effects to appear. Rather, the evidence
suggests that differences in duration were unintentionally
registered in the picture-with-context conditions. There-
fore, it seems to be the case that stimuli containing more
detailed information can encourage individuals to sustain
attention and maintain encoding of the stimuli in propor-
tion to the length of time they are encountered.

These results tend to be in line with the prediction of
the common-path hypothesis. However, some pieces of
evidence still challenge the model. The strength of ef-
fects still deviates between the two judgment dimensions.

Again, consider the picture-with-context conditions in
which we found the strongest tendency towards a sym-
metric judgment pattern. Neither effect sizes for judg-
ment sensitivity (all η²JOF > .72, all η²JOD > .64) nor for
biases (all η²JOF < .40, all η²JOD > .55) converge. These
differences cannot be accounted for by a strict common-
path hypothesis.

5 General discussion

5.1 Judgment pattern and the primacy of
frequency storage

In three experiments we tested the common-path hypoth-
esis for JOD and JOF. Accordingly, both experienced fre-
quency and duration should change the strength by which
the corresponding stimulus is represented in memory. At
the time of judgment, the individual can rely on memory
strength to make JOF and JOD, retrospectively. This be-
ing the case, experienced frequency and duration should
have commensurate effects on judgments. Specifically,
the judgment pattern is expected to be symmetric. Indi-
viduals should be able to reproduce differences in experi-
enced duration and frequency in their judgments (bivari-
ate sensitivity). Moreover, JOF should be susceptible to
bias of experienced duration, while JOD should be sus-
ceptible to bias of experienced frequency (bidirectional
bias).

The results, however, were mixed. Participants were
generally retrospectively sensitive to differences in fre-
quency, but were not always sensitive to differences in
duration. JOF were often but not always robust against
biases of duration. In contrast, JOD were consistently and
strongly biased by frequency, indicating that participants
were prone to rely on frequency memory when forming
judgments of duration. In other words, there was a strong,
yet inconsistent tendency towards an asymmetric judg-
ment pattern. All in all, the results suggest that, with re-
gard to storage in long-term memory, there is a primacy
of frequency over duration.

5.2 Violation of the common-path hypothe-
sis

The overall observed pattern of results is in opposition to
the predictions of a strict common-path hypothesis. Note,
however, that the common-path hypothesis only makes
predictions concerning memory and judgment; it does not
spell out the processes of encoding. Hence, it does not ex-
clude the possibility that individuals may be differentially
likely to detect the frequency-related and time-related as-
pects of stimuli. Effective storage of quantitative infor-
mation requires processes of encoding to be synchronized
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with the appropriate stimulus dimension to produce pro-
portionate changes in memory.

As Hintzman (1970) speculated, the time of encoding
may be a constant under such conditions. Hence, dif-
ferences in duration that elapse beyond that period may
fail to be systematically transferred into long-term mem-
ory. We proposed that such differences in encoding may
account for the primacy of frequency-related aspects of
information in encoding and storage. Moreover, this in-
terpretation is in line with the literature that deals with
time perception. A number of researchers have shown
memory for duration to be generally poor if individuals
are not encouraged to attend to the temporal dimension
during encoding (e.g., Hicks, 1992).

In fact, encoding conditions substantially affected the
pattern of judgment. We obtained evidence for bivari-
ate sensitivity and bidirectional biases when participants
were encouraged to sustain attention to the stimuli in pro-
portion to their presentation duration, either by a cor-
responding motor task (Exp. 2), an explicit instruction
(Exp. 2) or because the stimuli were presented in a
picture-with-context format (Exp. 3). Notwithstanding
these results, the judgment pattern could not be consid-
ered truly symmetric. Effect sizes consistently indicate
that sensitivity was more pronounced in JOF than JOD
and that biases were stronger in JOD than JOF.

5.3 Violation of a dual-path hypothesis
Granting the violation of the strict common-path hypoth-
esis, one may speculate whether results corroborate a
dual-path hypothesis, which states that frequency and du-
ration are stored independently in memory. Models of
independent storage have been suggested, for example,
in literature on learning. According to the mode control
model (Meck & Church, 1983), frequency and time are
processed in different modes yielding independent repre-
sentations for frequency and duration (although a simi-
lar mechanism is used for counting and timing).5 Note,
however, that the mode control model is not assumed to
account for long-term memory storage of time and fre-
quency. Rather, it has been suggested as a model for

5The mode control model is a variant of scalar timing theories (Gib-
bon, 1977; see Church, 2003, for a brief introduction). It postulates
that the brain can discriminate frequency and duration independently
but uses a common accumulation mechanism. The input to the process
stems from inside the organism and not directly from the stimulus. A
pacemaker (e.g., an internal clock) emits pulses that are summed by an
accumulator mechanism. A switch controls the accumulation process.
If the switch operates in the run-and-stop mode, it serves as a timer.
Pulses are gated to the accumulator as long as an event occurs. If the
switch operates in the event mode, it serves as a counter. Pulses are
gated to the accumulator for a fixed interval as often as an event oc-
curs. The same accumulator mechanism can produce measures for both
duration and frequency that are independently represented and experi-
enced as mental magnitudes (for the concept of mental magnitudes, see
Whalen, Gallistel & Gelman, 1999).

prospective timing and counting in working memory (see
Wearden, 2005, for a discussion). Nevertheless, a dual-
path approach may also apply to long-term storage of fre-
quency and duration.

Unfortunately, our findings clearly violate the dual-
path hypothesis. Although a dual path approach could
account for differences in sensitivity, it could not account
for bi-directional biases. Accordingly, if distinct repre-
sentations existed for frequency and temporal informa-
tion, subsequent JOF and JOD could rely on their cor-
responding representation in memory. Due to such in-
dependent representations, judgments of one stimulus di-
mension should be not affected by the other.

All together, our results contradict both a strict
common-path and a strict dual-path hypothesis.

5.4 A conditional-common-path hypothesis

Despite the failure of the strict common-path hypothe-
sis, the tendency towards a symmetric judgment pattern
gives rise to the speculation that, under certain condi-
tions, both frequency and duration may change a com-
mon representation in memory. Obviously, the tuning of
attention at encoding seems to be one such crucial con-
dition. Minimal attention (e.g., the orientation reaction
towards the stimulus) was a sufficient condition for effec-
tive storage of frequency in memory. Storage of duration,
however, seems to also require that attention towards the
stimulus is sustained proportionate to its actual duration.
Accordingly, judgmental sensitivity for duration should
be conditional on attention during encoding. Attentional
processes are resource consuming and error prone. Due
to a variety of factors (distraction, fatigue, etc), the in-
dividual will often fail to direct attention perfectly to-
wards the stimulus for the entire duration. Therefore,
there should be a primacy in encoding and storing differ-
ences in frequency compared to differences in duration.
Given that attention is sustained proportionate to actual
duration, frequency and duration may both affect mem-
ory in a common fashion (e.g., by changing the strength
of RS in memory). When making judgments, individu-
als may rely on such changes in memory to estimate fre-
quency or duration. Our findings are largely in line with
such a conditional-common-path (CCP) hypothesis.

In Experiment 1, neither the features of the task nor
the stimuli themselves encouraged participants to sustain
attention proportionate to stimulus duration. JOD failed
to reveal any retrospective sensitivity for duration but re-
flected differences in experienced frequency. On the con-
trary, JOF were rather accurate and unbiased by experi-
enced duration. According to CCP hypothesis, any factor
promoting the individual to attend to stimuli proportion-
ate to their actual duration should cause a tendency to-
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wards a symmetric judgment pattern. In line with this
assumption, we found evidence for bivariate sensitivity
and bidirectional biases regardless of whether the task
(focus conditions in Exp. 2) or the stimuli (e.g., picture in
context condition; Exp. 3) encouraged participants to sus-
tain attention. Even under these conditions, however, we
found a stronger sensitivity for JOF compared to JOD as
well as a stronger frequency bias. These differences in ef-
fect sizes should be expected if one assumes that sustain-
ing attention is a process prone to error. Merely detect-
ing the occurrence of an event requires less attentional re-
sources and is less susceptible to the effects of distracting
variables than maintaining attention proportional to the
entire duration of stimulus presentation. In other words,
it is easier to encode differences in frequency than differ-
ences in duration.

The important role of attention has been widely rec-
ognized in research on timing. Particularly, in prospec-
tive timing task, attention is proposed to be a necessary
condition for forming valid measures of time in working
memory (see the attentional gate model, Block & Zakay,
1996). The CCP hypothesis assumes that attention is also
an important condition in retrospective tasks when judg-
ments capitalize on long-term memory. The effects of at-
tention on long-term memory can be modeled within ex-
isting theories, for example within Hintzman’s Minerva
model (Hintzman, 1988). Minerva proposes that each en-
counter of the stimulus results in trace building. Other
things being equal, frequency of occurrence will corre-
spond to the number of traces that, all together, repre-
sent the stimulus in memory. Assume now that sustain-
ing attention resulted in forming multiple traces for the
same stimulus within the same encoding episode (e.g.,
via repetitively reading the stimulus word). As a conse-
quence, both duration and frequency would change the
number of traces that represent the stimulus in memory.
If JOF and JOD relied on echo strength (which in turn is
assumed to be a function of trace number), we should ex-
pect bivariate sensitivity and bidirectional biases in judg-
ments under the above described conditions. However,
we should not expect perfect symmetry, since event oc-
currence and event duration are differentially effective in
adding traces to memory.

5.5 Implications for research on judgmen-
tal heuristics

Our results are in line with a heuristic approach assum-
ing that individuals use memory strength as a predic-
tor for quantitative judgments. Prominent examples are
the availability heuristic (Tversky & Kahneman, 1973)
and the fluency heuristic (e.g., Jacoby & Brooks, 1984;

Schooler & Hertwig, 2005). Doughertey and colleagues
(Dougherty & Franco-Watkins, 2002; Dougherty, Gettys
& Ogden, 1999) showed how these and other heuristics
can be tied together in an overarching theory of mem-
ory. Their MINERVA-DM model advances Hintzman’s
multiple trace theory of memory towards an integrative
account for several phenomena in judgment and decision
making. With the auxiliary assumption that sustaining
attention results in multiple trace building for the same
stimulus, our results are also in line with MINERVA-DM.

In JDM research, biases are often used as indicators for
heuristics (Kahneman, Slovic & Tversky, 1982). From
a memory perspective, however, one may doubt the in-
dicative power of biases on the judgment level. Our re-
sults demonstrate that variations in encoding conditions
change judgmental sensitivity and biases. Consequently,
variations in judgmental patterns may indicate changes in
memory rather than changes in judgmental processes.

Fiedler reported evidence from empirical studies and
computer simulation convincingly showing that many bi-
ases in judgment can be explained with reference to basic
pre-judgmental processes such as sampling, storing and
retrieval (1996, 2000, 2002).

In all three of the studies reported above, duration judg-
ments reflected experienced frequency. Presumably, par-
ticipants relied on a common memory structure for dif-
ferent kinds of judgments (JOD and JOF). Together with
the (partial) evidence for symmetry in judgment pattern,
one may suspect that individuals employed a similar or
even the same judgment strategy when making JOF and
JOD (i.e., inferring frequency and duration from mem-
ory strength). It is up to future research to pursue this
issue further or to identify conditions under which indi-
viduals use different strategies for JOF and JOD. Recent
contributions to the literature on decision strategies cast
some doubt on the view that individuals employ differ-
ent rules for judgment and decision making, as the multi-
ple strategy approach suggests (e.g., Glöckner & Betsch,
2008a,b; Bergert & Nosofsky, 2007; Lee & Cummins,
2004). These researchers do not deny that individuals
employ different information search methods in memory
and the environment. They suggest, however, that an all-
purpose rule is applied to make a decision, regardless of
how the input information has been gathered or formed. It
has been shown that variations in the input to the decision
processes can account for variations in decision outcome
without making it necessary to evoke different heuristics.
Regardless of whether one resides with a single or a mul-
tiple strategy view, it should have become clear that en-
coding and storage processes are crucial. Thus, “let us
not forget memory” (Weber et al., 1995) when studying
judgment and decision processes.
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Appendix

Stimuli used in Experiment 1

Male Forenames Female Forenames

1. Andreas Anna
2. Christoph Claudia
3. Daniel Ella
4. Fabian Karin
5. Felix Katja
6. Florian Klara
7. Julian Laura
8. Lukas Lea
9. Marcel Lena
10. Martin Lisa
11. Matthias Lydia
12. Moritz Maria
13. Peter Nadin
14. Philipp Nina
15. Robert Sandra
16. Stefan Sarah
17. Thomas Sonja
18. Tobias Sophie

Stimuli used in Experiment 3

1. Aubergine [eggplant]

2. Sessel [armchair]

3. Trompete [trumpet]

4. Puppe [doll]

5. Zange [pliers]

6. Locher [hole punch]

7. Gurke [cucumber]

8. Glühbirne [light bulb]

9. Pullover [sweater]

10. Apfel [apple]

11. Couchtisch [table]

12. Cello [cello]

13. Lampe [lamp]

14. Hammer [hammer]

15. Tacker [stapler]

16. Möhre [carrot]

17. Kerze [candle]

18. Mantel [coat]

19. Regal [shelf]

20. Kleiderschrank [wardrobe]

21. Klavier [piano]

22. Schaukelpferd [rocking-horse]

23. Hobel [plane]

24. Lineal [ruler]

25. Tomate [tomato]

26. Spiegel [mirror]

27. Hose [trousers]


